
Dear Sylvia, 11/26/83 
Herewith your page a copy of which coele_etes my RR drek and a copy of what I've written the Post about a dirty piece by Dan Schorr, repeating his dirtiness of the past and so far as I can seen now intended to buttress Davison. I understand he and Wicker are doing this. 

That you want to have nothing to do with her, not even indirectly, is coeprehen-sible. Please don't ask Roger if he is busy. In time it will out. By "it" I do not mean to imply that she has the conjectured connections. Rather what underlies the incredible and very open dishonesty. That a commentary that nobody, hot even her editor or publiaher, bothered to make even a perfunctory check. Ot knew not to. 
I do hope it is good that Roger is busy. I an very fond of him, know him to be a very good person, and wish him all the successes posaible in his new career in which he in having such diPaculties getting a decent start. 
I've heard from TM and have a draft of a response emewhere in the clutter on my desk, from too many ongoing and overdue projects. 

about Thanks also for the Times' reference. I expected bothine better homm her bock from it and will not be surprised by a glowing review. 
It is rather remarkable that so many untowrd and ununual things are: hapeening to push her literary whoring. Of them all only Pacifica surprised me. What happened there may be only the kind of people they are but I'm not yet prepared to assume that. It was just too much, and all of a eediden. 
One plus from the Pacifica doublecroan is that I have ddded materiall to my research on Oswald by rereading what I'd not looked at in about 18 yeare. 'ems so much more now, and I've a good file on it. 
Perhaps the most remarkable thing is Osveld's increAble and comoletebsilence over his actual ,wine Corps career. Not a peep, hint or oven clue, save for the single bit of yriting referring to being at pubic bey, which is not quite the same thing as Cubi oint, which is the actuality. 
Jenner knew he had been aseigned to Operation Strongback, but an with ;Ague's' movie, I recall no record indicating this. 
I've been able to interest someone who may be in a position to obtain seemingly unrelated records that may be of some help and use. Tine will tell. 

Stay well, 
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